BIG MAG®
MODEL 8843

PRODUCT VIDEO IS AVAILABLE ON WAHLPRO.COM

BIG MAG CLIPPER
UNIT WEIGHT: 9.3 oz
UNIT LENGTH: 7”
BLADE: 41884-7140 (5-IN-1) ADJUSTABLE BLADE
MOTOR: ROTARY
BATTERY: LITHIUM-ION
RUN TIME: 90 MINUTES

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
LITHIUM-ION CORDLESS CLIPPER
QUICK RECHARGE AND AUTOMATIC RECHARGE STAND
TWO WAYS TO CHARGE: PLUG RECHARGING TRANSFORMER DIRECTLY INTO UNIT OR PLACE UNIT IN RECHARGE STAND
HIGH-PRECISION, QUICK-DETACH STAINLESS-STEEL BLADES
5 LEVEL CUTTING BLADE LEAVES HAIR FROM .07MM - 3MM
GERMAN MADE BLADES

MODEL 8843 INCLUDES:
- CORDLESS CLIPPER WITH QUICK-DETACH BLADE
- RECHARGE STAND
- RECHARGING TRANSFORMER
- 4 SLIDE-ON CUTTING GUIDES (1/8”-1/2”)
- STYLING COMB
- OIL
- CLEANING BRUSH
- OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
- RED BLADE GUARD
(GUARANTEES PROFESSIONAL QUALITY)

CLIPPER ACCESSORIES

- 41884-7430 BLISTERED BLACK COMB SET 1/8” - 1” 3,0MM - 25,0MM
- 41884-7140 DETACHABLE 5-IN-1 5 LEVEL CUTTING (.07MM - 3MM)
- 41854-7041 DETACHABLE ALL-IN-ONE FOR TEXTURE, CHUNKING, & RAZOR
- 2171-300 DETACHABLE TEXTURIZING

AVAILABLE SEPARATELY